A spatial model of the knee for the preoperative planning of knee surgery.
A model on the spatial mechanical behaviour of the passive knee is presented. The femoral articular surfaces were represented by generalized, sagittally elliptical, toroidal surfaces. The medial and lateral tibial articular surfaces were represented by a dished spherical surface and the lower hemihyperbolic region of a torus respectively. Anatomical articular cartilage, knee ligaments and the posterior capsule were represented by spring-like deformable elements with non-linear load versus deflection characteristics. All the forces that act on the femur relative to the tibia were represented by three orthogonal forces and three associated moments. Spatial, articulation-dependent femorotibial kinematic constraint equations of the passive knee were formulated in an analytically explicit manner, based on the natural coordinates of the articular surfaces. The constraint equations were solved algebraically in closed form. Equations were derived that describe spatial femoro-tibial motion, ligament length, ligament strain, ligament-based elastic potential energy and the quasi-static equilibrium of the passive knee. Software was written, simulations on the motion characteristics and load versus deflection characteristics of the knee were carried out and graphical results were presented. The simulation of planar flexion/extension was almost spontaneous. The time taken to simulate spatial six-degree-of-freedom femoro-tibial motion was less than 2.5 min. The models were found to be capable of representing real-life passive knees to a high degree of satisfaction. It has been demonstrated that the models can provide knee surgeons with additional information on major aspects of the preoperative planning of knee surgery. The models can be used to enhance the preoperative planning of ligament reconstruction, articular surfaces related surgery, osteotomy and patellar tendon transfer surgery.